Process Techniques
What we do may look like magic, but it’s down to the range of techniques
and products described in our Disciplines.
The Process Technique Disciplines describe the ‘how’ of what we do. They cover many of the pretreatment and preparatory techniques which NeroQom® has available.
#010 NeroQom® Blast:
In some cases, you need a more intensive solution to remove contamination or prepare for future
treatments. When you do, have a range of different compounds to blast with will ensure that you get the
best results.
#010-1 NeroQom® Dry Ice Blast
Dry ice enables the Squad to clean without water and without leaving residue, the same great results without the
mess.
#010-2 NeroQom® Precision Blast
The Squad has various compounds to blast with which can be used on specific surfaces to deliver the results you need.
#010-3 NeroQom® Sand Blast
When you need an intensive solution, we can customise our sand blasting recipe to get the job done.
#010-4 NeroQom® Dry Ice Fusion Blast
We blend dry ice with different media as we blast to customise the results to your needs and surface. This Discipline
uses advanced blasting technology to deliver results you won’t believe.

#020 NeroQom® Coating Application:
Protect, restore and restyle your surfaces with a new coating application.
#020-1 NeroQom® Coating Application Upgrade Protect
Extend the life of your surfaces by applying a new, upgrade layer of protection.
#020-2 NeroQom® Coating Application Restore
The finish of coated surfaces can be damaged or will degrade over time. We will apply a new coating to restore the
character of your coated surface including colour, gloss-rate, hardness, thickness and unique finishes.
#020-3 NeroQom® Coating Application Restyle
When it’s time for a change, our coating restyle will change the character from colour to finish of your surface to your
taste.
#020-4 NeroQom® Coating Application MediProtect Upgrade
Using our Liquid Guard technology, upgrade your surface with a long-lasting antimicrobial coating which kills
99.9% of a range of viruses, bacteria, fungus and mould. Liquid Guard can be applied to most surfaces and
will remain effective even after repeated cleaning.
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#030 NeroQom® Graffiti:
Remove and minimise the impact of graffiti wherever it occurs with our range of professional Disciplines.
#030-1 NeroQom® Graffiti Care Clean
Remove difficult graffiti from more sensitive surfaces. One of our most powerful solutions, it always gives great results.
#030-2 NeroQom® Graffiti Clean
Effectively and efficiently remove graffiti from a range of surfaces with our market leading techniques.
#030-3 NeroQom® Graffiti Clean Pro
For only the most stubborn or deep graffiti, Clean Pro handles the toughest challenges to give you the best results.
#030-4 NeroQom® Graffiti Shadow Remover
If cleaning graffiti leaves a shadow behind, our active solution will remove them and leave your surface flawless.
#030-5 NeroQom® Graffiti Wipes
Perfect for quick cleans over small areas, our graffiti wipes are as effective as they are convenient to use.
#031-1 NeroQom® Graffiti Permanent Protect
The perfect solution for areas prone to vandalism. Once applied, this hard-wearing coating will protect your surfaces
and make removing graffiti fast & easy.
#031-2 NeroQom® Graffiti Semi-permanent Protect
For delicate surfaces, this will protect your surface from spray paint and come off with the graffiti.

#040 NeroQom® Preparation:
You know what they say, failing to prepare is preparing to fail! That’s not a mistake we’ll make.
#040-1 NeroQom® Core Prep
We start off in the right way by completing a thorough, deep clean of your surface to remove contamination.
#040-2 NeroQom® Renovate Prep
When the surface has been compromised by scratches, chips, dents or corrosion, we’ll sand and fill your material as
needed.
#040-3 NeroQom® Restore Prep
If your surface has been damaged with poor or incorrect products, such as wax or coatings, the Squad will remove it
before we apply the right solution.
#040-4 NeroQom® Surface Prep
When you need a new paint or coating, we will apply a primer to your surface to ensure the best finish.

#050 NeroQom® Site Services:
Flexibility is key with our site services. These will be used when you need our Squad to complete a range
of Disciplines or when you need to see how we work.
#050-1 NeroQom® Day Rate Projects
When you need flexibility our day rate will give you access to the Squad when and how you need it.
#050-2 NeroQom® Test Day Performance
For more unique and unusual projects, it may be necessary for the Squad to show you what we can do and give you
some options of result. We call these visits our Test Days.

#060 NeroQom® Temporary Protect:
No matter the surface, no matter the situation, we have a range of protection options to take care of it.
#060-1 NeroQom® Temporary Protect
Flexibly applied liquid temporary protection which will dry to provide a layer of protection. This layer will be applied
to the thickness and strength you need.
#060-2 NeroQom® Temporary Protect Pro
Liquid temporary protection which we can adjust the character of to match your needs, including different colours,
hardness, fire-resistance, anti-corrosion and much more.
#060-3 NeroQom® Temporary Protect Squad Site
Using a range of specialist methods, we will isolate our work area to prevent damage or contamination.
#060-4 NeroQom® Temporary Protect Solid
Available with a variety of characteristics including colours, different levels of transparency and thickness. From
boards to carpets to films, these are flexible and hard-wearing temporary protection solutions.
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#070 NeroQom® Vinyl Film Application:
Change the look and finish of a surface easily by applying a vinyl film wrap.
#070-1 NeroQom® Vinyl Wrapping
Wrap your surface to change the look, renovate or protect it with versatile, long-lasting vinyl film wraps.

#080 NeroQom® Wash: The cornerstone of maintenance and starting a project, giving your building or
superyacht a good wash can be the first step to you experiencing new again.
#080-1 NeroQom® Advanced Wash
A wash with something extra. We’ll change the character of water to give you a unique result; a deeper clean, ongoing
protection or whatever you need.
#080-2 NeroQom® Basic Wash
A wash, making it wet and dry. The Goal? Just a professional clean.
#080-3 NeroQom® Check-up Wash
We’ll give everything a clean and assess the condition of your project as we go.
#080-4 NeroQom® Microfiber Wash
Anywhere water can’t go, we’ll use our range of microfiber cloths.
#080-5 NeroQom® Reverse Osmosis Wash
A clean using a brush and demineralised water. This is a shower which gives a purer result.

#090 NeroQom® Waterpower Clean: Sometimes it takes advanced equipment and a skilled professional
to get a result which lets you Experience New every day.
#090-1 NeroQom® Hot Waterpower Clean
Our Squad will use variable heat and pressure technology to get even more out of water to clean your surfaces.
#090-2 NeroQom® Jet Waterpower Clean
Variable pressure washing can be the ideal way to clean your surfaces, depending on our ADAPTS review.
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